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W3C Process

● W3C calls its standards “Recommendations”
– Subject to royalty free patent license requirements

● The W3C Process defines these stages
– First Public Working Draft

– Updated Working Drafts

– Last Call Working Draft

– Candidate Recommendation

– Proposed Recommendation

– W3C Recommendation

http://www.w3.org/2005/10/Process-20051014/tr.html#rec-advance

http://www.w3.org/2005/10/Process-20051014/tr.html#rec-advance
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First Public Working Draft

● The very first draft as a W3C Technical Report

● There can be earlier editor's drafts
– Publication as a W3C Technical Report as a 

snapshot of work in progress

● Presents an initial opportunity for opting out 
technologies essential for a given Patent when 
you don't want to license them royalty free
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Last Call Working Draft

● Signals that the spec is stable and …

● The WG has satisified its relevant technical 
requirements, and ...

● The WG has satisified its dependencies with other 
Groups

● Often the time for wide review of specifications
– By other relevant W3C Working Groups

– By Groups external to W3C

● Further opportunity to opt out IPR you consider 
essential, and don't want to license royalty free
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Candidate Recommendation

● Intended to gather implementation experience

● Defines exit criteria for moving on to next stage
– Typically that there exists at least two interoperable implementations of 

the spec.

● Call for Implementations may identify specific features of the spec 
as at risk, e.g. because of doubts as to whether these features will 
have sufficient implementations

● Candidate Recommendation (CR) stage may last for many 
months before the exit criteria are met or the CR is abandoned
– If abandoned, the spec could revert to a Working Draft or a Working 

Group Note if the WG decides to stop work on the spec.
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Proposed Recommendation

● Created after successful exit from Candidate 
Recommendation (CR)
– Satisfying the exit criteria defined in the CR

● Submitted for endorsement by the W3C 
Advisory Committee
– If there are formal objections that can't be satisfied 

a spec may revert to a Working Draft
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W3C Recommendation

● A W3C Recommendation is a specification or 
set of guidelines that, after extensive 
consensus-building, has received the 
endorsement of W3C Members and the 
Director. W3C recommends the wide 
deployment of its Recommendations (REC). 

● Note: W3C Recommendations are similar to the 
standards published by other organizations.
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How does this relate to MBUI WG?

● We currently have two REC track specifications 
and some unpublished Working Group Notes
– Working Group Notes are simple and don't pose 

problems from a process perspective

– A First Public WD for Task models
● After some minor changes should be stable

and eligible for a Last Call WD

– An imminent First Public WD for the Abstract UI
● How long until we can issue a First Public WD?
● How stable do we expect this specification to be?

● Our charter expires 30 November 2013
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Interoperability Testing

● We need to demonstrate that every normative feature is interoperably supported 
by at least two implementations
– Which organizations can commit to providing implementation reports to the MBUI WG?

● One approach would be to extract a list of features from the two specifications
– Then cover each feature in the aggregated implementation report

– i.e. show that models created by one tool can be read and used successfully by another 
tool

● Another approach would be to create a set of models that between them cover 
all features in the specification

● Then demonstrate that these test models are interoperably supported by at least 
two implementations
– Perhaps at an extended face to face for testing purposes?

● How much work would this take and how can we proceed?

● What can we realistically achieve by the end of November 2013?
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If we don't complete in time ...

● We could re-publish the specs as W3C Working Group 
Notes as a record of our work

● We could seek to recharter the Working Group, possibly 
adjusting the scope and work items

● But, W3C staff resources run out in November
– Currently supported by Serenoa project

– Need new sources of funding, e.g. new Industry members

● W3C would need greater evidence of industry support 
before agreeing to rechartering

● The MBUI WG could be formally closed, or put on ice 
until it is timely to recharter
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Ubiquitous Application Design 
Community Group

● Typically Community Groups involve minimal level of support 
from W3C staff
– You get a mailing list and wiki plus support for social media

– Can result in proposals for future standards

● Would be a good way to keep working and to foster a better 
dialogue between developers and researchers
– For researchers you should consider this as an investment into 

understanding real world needs

– Likely to inspire fresh ideas for future research work

● The Community Group could refine the specifications as we 
get implementation experience
– Shepherding the MBUI WG specs until it is timely to restart the 

standardization effort in a rechartered working group
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Next Steps

● Devote some time to assessing the effort and time needed to 
prepare for interoperability tests
– Which of you will volunteer to help with this?

● Collect commitments to participate in providing implementation 
reports

● Draft a charter for the Ubiquitous Application Design Community 
Group as a means to encourage wider participation by industry
– Covering what specs we plan to work on, or at least a plan for how to 

get to that stage

– 30 day notice before new or revised charter comes into effect, thus 
giving time for corporate legal approval

● Move Abstract UI to First Public WD

● Publish our Working Group Notes
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